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The Nº1
One Dream. One Focus. The One.

‘If every Savoir creation is a work of art, our No1 bed is nothing short of a masterpiece’

The pinnacle of over a century of bed-making expertise, requiring at least 120 hours of handcrafting,  
the No1 is the ultimate in luxury.

Plump with the world’s finest materials, our No1 Topper is the ultimate comfort layer, giving you the 
feeling of floating, weightlessness. It features generous layers of horsetail, lambs wool, pure cashmere 
and Mongolian yak hair, encased in a delicate stretch cotton.

Featuring taller springs and lavish layers of premium natural fillings, this is our deepest mattress yet.  
It combines perfect zoned support with the ultimate softness, and is completed tailored to you and  
your body.

Our No1 box spring provides a foundation of pure comfort, crafted from the finest materials; horsetail, 
hourglass springs and beech. The box spring is essential for supporting your mattress, ensuring give 
and independent movement.

Every element of Savoir No1 bed is a masterpiece, constructed and perfected by a single craftsperson in 
our London bedworks. When every detail is complete they sign the label, as an artist signs their work.

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk
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H C A  TO P P E R

Mountains of hand-teased, 
curled horse tail, in two layers 
for optimal performance, with 
lambswool divide

Luxurious outer layer of pure 
cashmere

Natural case of high-tech, 
100% cotton stretch fabric and 
Trellis Ticking

M AT T R E S S

Hand-tied, 7.5-turn pocket 
springs

Masses of hand-laid, long, 
loose horse tail, with cotton 
and wool

Hand-slipped piped closure and 
hand-side-stitching

High-tech natural stretch fabric 
top

B O X  S P R I N G

Hardwood beech frame, with 
traditional dovetail joints

Independent 9”/22.5cm 
hourglass springs

Hand-tied, eight-way star-
lashed interlinking

Traditional hand-tied cane edge 
with 2”/5cm stitched hair roll

Hand-teased loose hair and 
cotton top filling
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